EAGLE FLIGHT TEAM SWEEPS REGIONALS

By A. G. Bowman
Avion Staff Writer

Our E-RAU Flight Team swept the windows of the Eastern Region Naval Command Interscholastic Flying Association meet held at Stetson University, Lakeland, on November 18 and 19. In addition to the number of awards listed below, the Eagles swept the Meet of the Fourth consecutive year.

Without gain or loss, during this conclusive meeting, our award accomplishments can truly be labeled a sweep. The Eagles placed no lower than second in the Florida Interscholastic with 93, Florida Institute of Technology, Georgia Tech followed in the next two places.

In conclusion to the meet, the team scored over 100 second in safety. Tom Reres was the Safety Representative. Tom Reres and Bob Grabowski scored second and third in Top Pilot honors. In the pre-meet competition events, Tom Reres finished first in the Pull-off contest, while Bob Grabowski placed third. Bob Grabowski placed near tenth in the Sweepstakes, second and third respectively. Upon completing the Pull-off Accuracy Landing with Grabowski right behind on the fourth spot. In the Tower Dr.

Your cooperation is desired in keeping the circle open at all times in the presence of the University Center. Parking will be parallel in the closed line and limited to 10 minutes.

Beginning November 19, 1976, and until further notice, two traffic lanes will be on the ramp or entry area of the G.R.W. Building.

All residents are reminded to keep to the right, to keep traffic moving and to allow these traffic lines to operate smoothly.

Your cooperation is requested to keep traffic flowing smoothly and to allow the smooth flow of traffic.

This area is not for the use of student parking.

A meeting of approximately 50 persons from the administration, airlines, and other interested parties was held at the Regional Airport on November 18 for the purpose of planning the "World's Largest Hangar Sale" to be held on November 9 at 10:30 a.m. at the Regional Airport.
The SGA election was a major event for the student body, which is involved in the political process. The candidates ran on platforms that addressed issues such as academic policies, tuition costs, and campus safety. The election results were announced on the evening of the last day of the campaign, and the winning candidates were given a platform to address the student body.

The SGA election was a significant event for the student body, as it allowed them to express their opinions and preferences. The candidates were required to campaign for their positions, and the student body had the opportunity to vote for the candidate of their choice. The election results were announced on the evening of the last day of the campaign, and the winning candidates were given a platform to address the student body.
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Dear Editor,

I was interested in the concept of having a bulletin board for all activities so as to help students find the traffic coming in and out of the university. The bulletin board should be located in the student center, where students can see all the activities happening on campus.

Some of the activities that could be advertised on the bulletin board include sports games, music concerts, and social events. This would be especially helpful for students who are new to the university and may not be familiar with all the activities available.

I think it would be a great idea to have a volunteer coordinator who can take charge of the bulletin board and ensure that all information is up to date. This person could also be responsible for ensuring that the bulletin board is located in a high-traffic area so that students can easily access it.

I hope you will consider this idea and implement it in the near future.

Sincerely,
[Your Name]
**RIDDLE PACKERS**

Actually we did win, you really didn't! We played UNI for the best 2 out of 3 games, the first game we lost, but our second win was really a close one. We'll keep an eye on the game and get warmed up and started to make a major comeback, but it didn't help. We changed sides for the second game, and won. After watching this side.smile, we club that the third game and lost in appearance.

The Packers scored their first and third games, and won second in the second game. That means the same was the first to score the goal. That means in the future, the Packers should always let the opening game start. Then we'll win every game!

---

**EMBRY-RIDDLE SKYDIVERS**

There were more of Riddle Skydivers making the best few weeks. The deep snow kept away with club members wanting to keep as fast as rigid could be packed. Our club's demonstration team also takes a few more weeks to say this time into the bridal housewarming season. The party was supposed to take place at last, but because of a misunderstanding with ATP (air traffic control) the divers weren't able to make their jumps until the last minute. The team would like to recover their sincere apology to Linda, the team, who, besides, also may have been intimidated or the national performance. The team members were: Bill Berry, Andy Kuykendall, Doug Jones, and Bob Caballero. The team also congratulated the team on the time housewarming victory.

---

**SC's**

By Frank

Well, we have finally come to the end of the year and we'd like to thank all of you for your help in bringing about our recognition as a club on campus. We are the SC's! A lot of people know us as "Sigma Chi". Due to tremendous votes, we have had to change our name in order to become a recognized club. What are we? We're a group of guys that didn't want to drop out money to join a fraternity, but wanted to get together with others to have a good time. We're the ultimate social group.

Sat. night, we plan to take a trip off to a beach house. We're going to be staying at the beach house for the weekend. The beach house is really a nice house to be in, really a nice place to party in. Also, you can stay in the beach house for the weekend, the beach house is really a nice place to party in.

---

**SIGMA CHI NEWS**

By Billy Gray

Friday night we had a tour of the campus. We spent an hour playing with the various displays, by WSST. You other campus organizations could really inter-react with them. The next night we went to the Kissimmee Airshow and saw some great entertainment, by WSST.

---

**STUFF ENVELOPES**

$25.00 PER HUNDRED Immediate Envelopes

**CAMPUS STORE**

**CAMPUS STORE**

**CUSTOM AUTO PAINTS - METALLACE - DECALS - FLAMES**

**EMBRY-RIDDLE AERONAUTICAL UNIVERSITY**

**WINGS FOR THE下周**

**GET IN LINE TO VOLUNTEER YOUR TIME FOR THE WORLD'S LARGEST HANGAR SALE**

**ON DECEMBER 4TH AND 5TH AT THE MAINTENANCE TECHNOLOGY HANGAR**

**TIME: 10 AM UNTIL 5 PM**

---

**DAYTONA BEACH AVIATION**

WE CARRY A COMPLETE STOCK OF FLIGHT SUPPLIES
**SPECIAL ORDER AVAILABLE IF NEEDED**

**CHART SERVICE AVAILABLE**

**WE RENT:**

CESSNA 172 **$65.00 PER HOUR**

**AIRPLANE RENTAL**

**$95.00 PER AIRPLANE**

**CESSNA 172**

If you are checked out by an EMBRY-RIDDLE aviation instructor and are eligible, no workout is required by Daytona North America in CESSNA 172.

---

**NATIONAL SALE**

MONEY AND DUES SALES and SERVICE offered****

---

**EX**

**SIGMA CHI NEWS**

**NEWS**

By Joe Strebel

With only four weeks left before finals, the members of Sigma Phi Delta are calling. We're really looking forward to the meeting. Congratulations to the members of the third national Sigma Phi Delta volleyball tournament. The tournament was held at the Sigma Phi Delta Castle to discuss plans for the annual Sigma Phi Delta volleyball tournament next year.

**WEST**

**WHITE'S**

**HANGAR SHOW**

**255-0936**

**735 MAASOVE AVENUE**
This weekend turned out to be quite a weekend for Delta Chi. After Sunday's driving rain and heavy winds, the skies cleared up for the Tuesday meet. It was a warm sunny day as the Delta Chi and Kappa Lambda teams faced off in a friendly game of soccer. The Delta Chi team won the match 2-0, with goals scored by Will Thomas and James Park.

The Thursday night event was a frater's party at the home of Scott and Emily. The theme was "The Best of the West," and the guests were encouraged to dress in Western attire. The party featured a barbeque with hamburgers, hot dogs, and homemade chili. Music was provided by DJ John Smith, and guests danced the night away under the stars.

Friday night, Delta Chi hosted Delta Lambda in a friendly game of basketball. The Delta Chi team won with a final score of 80-60. The game was well attended, with many alumni and students in attendance.

The weekend concluded with a weekend to relax and enjoy the warm weather. The Delta Chi members spent time with family and friends, and some even took advantage of the warm weather by going out for a run or a bike ride.

Throughout the weekend, the Delta Chi members made the most of their time, enjoying good food, great friends, and friendly competition. Even though the weather was not always ideal, the Delta Chi members made the best of it and had a great weekend.
FREE CONCERTS FOR STUDENTS

The Board of Trustees' Student Involvement Committee has successfully obtained complimentary tickets to various cultural events in the community. The University Relations Department or the Student Activities Office has over 150 free tickets to give away to students. The following is a schedule of events:

- November 22, 13, 19, 20 — 8:15 pm, DBCC
  - Student Philharmonic Society of music and the arts (in the Cliffs of the 30's)
- January 17
  - Artile DBCC
- January 27
  - Lili Putnam (piano)
- February 11, 12, 18, 19, 25, 26 — 8:15 pm, DBCC
  - The Real Improvised World: Improvisation (in the narrative story...mavy, unpredictable)
- February 25
  - Solo Dance Company (piano: Mathew, Breson Auditorium, 8:00pm)
- March 5
  - Gustav University Orchestra
- March 14
  - Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra, Choral Orchestra, 8:00pm

FOR ABOVE PERFORMANCES, PICK UP YOUR FREE TICKETS 3:15 pm DBCC

The Committee has successfully obtained complimentary tickets to various cultural events in the community. The Student Activities Office has over 100 free tickets to give away to students. The following is a list of tickets to various cultural events:

- April 6 — 8:00pm
  - Multiple gangster spectacle
- April 30 — 8:00pm
  - Multi media gangster spectacle

VETERANS AFFAIRS NEWSLETTER

The Co-ordinator of Veterans' Affairs Office is located in the Library, in the University Center. House are 3 Y 410. Phone 252-5891. ext. 413.

The law also provides that programs will be conduct under the provisions of Chapter 31 of Title 38 of the Code of Federal Regulations. The law also provides that programs will be conducted in accordance with the requirements of Title 38 of the Code of Federal Regulations.

FREE MEDICAL AND DENTAL PRIVILEGES
★NO COMMITMENT YOUR FIRST 2 YEARS
★3, 2, and 1 YEAR FULLY FUNDED SCHOLARSHIPS ARE AVAILABLE
★MAINTAIN PRACTICAL LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT EXPERIENCE DURING THE 1ST YEAR
★VOLUNTARY FIELD TRAINING EXERCISES AND SOCIAL ACTIVITIES
★GAIN 4 TERCED HOUR'S TOWARDS EDUCATION
★CEOMITMENT YOUR LAST TWO YEARS

ASK US

- Fred Upson 255-5712
- Larry Seth 255-5717
- John John 734-421 ext 120

WE MADE OURS!!!

THE VETERANS FORUM

AROMA ROTC SAYS MAKE A CHOICE

4 YEAR PROGRAM

- START ARMY ROTC IMMEDIATELY
- ATTEND OPTIONAL 6 WEEK SUMMER CAN
- TAKE DEEP YOUR JUNIOR AND SENIOR YEARS
- EARN APPROXIMATELY $5,000.00 YOUR LAST TWO YEARS OF SCHOOL
- RECEIVE YOUR DECREE AND AN OFFICERS COMMISSION
- FREE MEDICAL AND DENTAL PRIVILEGES WHILE ON ACTIVE DUTY

2 YEAR PROGRAM

- ★3, 2, AND 1 YEAR FULLY FUNDED SCHOLARSHIPS ARE AVAILABLE
- ★MAINTAIN PRACTICAL LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT EXPERIENCE DURING THE 1ST YEAR
- ★VOLUNTARY FIELD TRAINING EXERCISES AND SOCIAL ACTIVITIES
- ★GAIN 16 TERCED HOUR'S TOWARDS EDUCATION
- ★CEOMITMENT YOUR FIRST 2 YEARS
- ★CEOMITMENT YOUR LAST TWO YEARS

THE VETERANS FORUM


**RIDDLE SPORTS**

**SOCCER SPECTACULAR**

By Ann Edmonds

Tuesday afternoon, in the Robert C. Englebert Soccer Field, the Eagles and the Stetson team tied 1-0. No one scored during the first 10 minutes, and then Stetson took the lead, people started getting injured, and we couldn't find a way to get on the field. A batting cage was moved, and the ambulance arrived, and people were getting hurt, and the ambulance couldn't get on the field. After going out on the car, the ambulance went on its way to the hospital.

Some kind of air cast was wrapped around the victim's leg. No one was injured. A gismo on the patient's leg. The ambulance couldn't get on the field. A team's Gatorade was put on the ground, while ever and Stetson's guy remained with these situations, and people started getting hurt. The ambulance didn't arrive, and we couldn't find a way to get on the field. A gismo on the patient's leg. The ambulance couldn't get on the field. A team's Gatorade was put on the ground, while ever and Stetson's guy remained with these situations, and people started getting hurt. The ambulance didn't arrive, and we couldn't find a way to get on the field.
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**SINGLETARY MEDALIST IN TUESDAY MATCH**

By Ann Edmonds

Last Tuesday, in a tournament that was finished in darkness, Jerry Riddle's golf team lost to FTU 326-319. The golf team is going to try to break their season-long losing streak, which might have improved their performance. If they play well, they might have improved their performance. Jerry Riddle's golf team lost to FTU 326-319. The golf team is going to try to break their season-long losing streak, which might have improved their performance. If they play well, they might have improved their performance. Jerry Riddle's golf team lost to FTU 326-319. The golf team is going to try to break their season-long losing streak, which might have improved their performance. If they play well, they might have improved their performance.
K'in ya hear me?

By Eric Morley

SITTLNG TO SLEEP: Have you been experimented, arranging to get to your assigned job on time on your head, whether you eat in a fast food diner or on the way, or, if you're lucky, in the school cafeteria. As the sun goes down, the clock is ticking faster, every minute counting as a lost opportunity. Here are a few tips to help you get a good night's sleep:

1. Set aside a specific time for going to bed. This will help your body understand that it's time to rest.
2. Create a relaxing routine before bedtime, such as reading or taking a warm bath.
3. Make your bedroom a place for sleep only. Avoid using it for activities like watching TV or working from home.
4. Use comfortable bedding and maintain a cool, quiet, and dark bedroom.
5. Avoid caffeine and alcohol in the evening.

By Ignatius Finch Jr.

The Daily Articulation (Venice) charges a flat fee of $10 for a day's flight in a Cessna 152. The flight instructor gets a portion of this fee. The pilot is responsible for the insurance and maintenance of the aircraft.

SOCIETY'S 1ST RALLY:

A special rally for all enthusiasts is being planned for November 16th. The rally will be held at the EMBRY-RIDDLE AERONAUTICAL UNIVERSITY campus. The event is open to all who are interested in aviation.

NEW ENGLAND LOBSTER HOUSE

642 N. DIXIE FREEWAY (U.S. 1) NEW SMYRNA BCH., FLA.

PHONE: (904) 427-1861

LOBSTER, BEER, WINE

JOE'S NEW ENGLAND CLAM BAKE

ONLY $8.95

NEW ENGLAND CLAMBAKE

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 13

CALL 761-2918 OR 255-8224

JOE'S NEW ENGLAND LOBSTER HOUSE

ARNOALD AIR SHOW

SAT. NOVEMBER 13 AT EMBRY RIDDLE 4:30 PM

HOLIDAY HAWAIIAN.AIR SHOW
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HOLI...
CARL BROWN AWARDED

The 1976 Christmas trolley rides are arriving daily in the Volusia County area.
Official kickoff of the Christmas trolley drive by the American Lung Association, Spaceport Area, located at Georgia and Main Street, last Friday evening at Volusia Break Room. The trolley meeting also had a "Thank you" to the volunteers from Beacon, Flagler and Volusia counties who worked on the 1976 Area Life and Breath Tennis Tournament.
Among those receiving recognition were-area-wide, Col. John Roos, Howard Area Foundation Director; Billie Bush, Flagler youth director; Betty Parker, Clay youth director; Dublin Youth and Recreation Director, Carl Brown, Terry-Hinkle Aerocultural University; Don Johnson, New Smyrna Beach Community director Jim Matson, Daytona Country Chief.

By Ray Cardella

Money and success, age of the alwrens, temperature for the giving of the morning ride with a little heavy duty fare staffing action.

And really go off on theinsky, pack of heavenly sugar-packed, cleverly disguised as a doughnut, but you ask, what to do after the cold can of well known detuned coca. solnion.

A responsible of having hands, how-have one of course, is likely and heavily packed when all that went before.

Red is charged now hobby look out.

Throw the way, all that sugar packed coca. could whatever and electricity system into thinking that she's been fed, red organ.

Check the sugar in red he be gone through has pro-flight. Such energy the man's barely up on.

Watch with wonder the precision that marks his toilet off and another.

Red with movement the build, all that heavy sugar into the sugar tank to full supply in the warm Florida sunshine while still airborne.

You bet the multitude tourist as they do the dance of the lawyers with all interested parties.

Look with horror as the post mortem results emerge.

As the pre-flight. Such energy - the sun's barely up high.

Watch with wonder the precision that marks his toilet off and another.

Check the sugar in red he be gone through has pro-flight. Such energy the man's barely up on.

Listen with wonder the precision that marks his toilet off and another.

Red with movement the build, all that heavy sugar into the sugar tank to full supply in the warm Florida sunshine while still airborne.

Now to the point. The next time you approach the vending machines around campus, take a good look at what's offered. Read the labels. Try not to gag.
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HUNTING SEASON IS HERE!
MOST SIZES AVAILABLE
KELSEY-HAYES WIDE WHEELS

15x8 BLAZER $18.32
15x8 FORD $18.32
15.5x8.25 $35.17
16x9.75 $39.95

WHITE SPOKES
15x8 $24.75 UP

OLPE CAPRI DATSUN etc.

OPUL"TSCD" MAINTENANCE SERVICE
COMPLETE HYDRAULIC
ELECTRONIC FUEL INJECTION OIl SPECIAlTY
FACTORY TRAINED GERMANY MECHANICS

CALL ANYTIME
258-5711

NEW and Used Foreign Car Parts
WE ALSO BUY - SELL CARS

AUJTO\AUS- Daytona
IMPORT CAR CENTER
734 Mason Avenue
Daytona Beach, Florida 32017

CARL BROWN RECEIVES AWARD FROM Mrs. C.C. Hildreth, President of American Lung Association, Spaceport Area. (1976 Life and Breath Tennis Tournament)
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Tuesday Nov. 2nd in or with handle release, bust return to Wade Suddreth only ONCE. Beat offer.
Sailboat for sale. Used Call 258-1845 after 5pm.

WANTED - anyone interested in forming a band or jamming, drop a line in box F233.

Contact Jerry. Box 1017 or SifcRFO CASSETTE

speed bicycle - $90.

Used very little.

ANSU PIGTA'S K3 36 mm camera for sale. Limited user warranty. Lens for over 5000 miles. Box 2783, if interested call 255-1168

DOUGRADE needed as soon as possible in Pennsylvania Plaza Apt. box 957 per month. Calls: 253-1667 or Monday Box 377

Where's your money? OBVIOUSLY! Write in box 5241 or call 255-3825. Don't waste your money renting? Owning is better.

Full IFP Available

CHARTS IT

DISCOUNT I

AIDS/ ROOKS

WE HAVE THE